This paper proposes the MUV (Misbehaving User Vanguard) algorithm for identification and discrimination of non-TCP-friendly best-effort flows. The operational principle of MUV is to detect non-TCP-friendly flows at the ingress-router by comparing arrival rates to equivalent TCP-friendly rates, i.e. the arrival rate of a TCP flow having the same round-trip-time and packet-loss probability. If a flow is identified as non-TCP-friendly, its packets are marked as "unfriendly". Core routers discriminate packets marked as unfriendly with RED-based drop-preference mechanisms. In order to measure the round-trip-time and the packet-loss probability for the computation of a flow's TCP-friendly rate, ingress router and egress router communicate via a simple protocol. The MUV algorithm fits into the Differentiated Services Architecture of the Internet and can be considered scalable as it only requires per-flow state at ingress-and egress routers. We show by simulation that MUV is able to reliably identify and discriminate unresponsive flows and investigate its performance bounds regarding the identification of flows using non-TCP-friendly congestion control algorithms.
Introduction
With the emergence of multimedia-and real-time applications today's Internet-traffic is no longer solely TCP but a mix of various applications and transport protocols utilizing heterogeneous congestion control algorithms. This heterogeneity of congestion control causes considerable fairness problems in the Internet. In particular, so-called "unfriendly flows" reducing their transmission rates less conservatively in response to congestion indications from the net (i.e. packet loss) than "friendly flows" tend to grab an unfairly-high share of bandwidth and bufferspace. As a result, Internet users have an incentive to be misbehaving, to utilize nonconservative congestion control mechanisms and thereby generate flows having a low level of friendliness 2 [1] [2] . An extreme formulation of the fairness problem due to heterogeneous congestion control mechanisms is the problem of "unresponsive flows". Unresponsive flows have no end-to-end congestion control implemented hence they do not back off at all in response to packet loss. Simulations in [2] show extreme unfairness among friendly TCP and unresponsive CBR flows sharing a link. The throughput of the TCP flows converges to zero while the throughput of the CBR flows converges to the link-bandwidth if the aggregate CBR arrival rate approaches the link-bandwidth. Furthermore, unresponsive flows cause congestion-collapse in scenarios where a congested link transmitting only packets of unresponsive flows is followed by a lower bandwidth successor link. In these scenarios packets of unresponsive flows, having consumed the total bandwidth at the first link and thereby shut out friendly flows, are dropped at the router output-port served by the second lower-bandwidth link. As a consequence, the overall throughput is limited by the capacity of the low-bandwidth link. More information about kinds of unfriendly flows and congestion collapse can be found in [2] . We are aware of three different approaches to solve the problem of unfriendly flows:
• Resource Pricing [3] enforces the user to pay for each congestion indication received from the net.
Unfriendly flows have a higher transmission rate in times of congestion than friendly flows hence they receive more congestion indications. This results in their senders having a higher account than senders of friendly flows. Having to pay fines for unfair resource usage is clearly a strong incentive for users to behave well. However, it is still questionable whether scalable pricing mechanisms for best-effort flows can be deployed in the Internet.
• The allocation approach isolates flows from each other and ensures a fair allocation of resources to each flow. Hence an unfriendly flow, trying to consume more than the fair share merely increases its own packet loss-rate but does not harm other flows. An admittedly non-scalable example for the allocation approach would be a network with routers having per end-to-end flow fair-queueing schedulers [4] or one of its derivatives implemented. A version of the allocation approach providing better scalability has been proposed in [5] . Edge routers store per flow-state, estimate per-flow arrival rates and write their estimates into a field in packet headers. Core routers compute a max-min fair share [6] based only on measurements of the flowaggregate and the rate-estimates in the packet headers and drop packets as a probabilistic function of their rate-estimate and the fair share. Note that merely restricting flows to their fair share does not give users a strong incentive to behave well and to generate friendly flows but avoids unfairness in case they are misbehaving. Additionally, as shown by simulation in [2] , the problem of bandwidth wastage due to unresponsive flows persists in a max-min fair allocated network having a higher bandwidth link with a lower bandwidth successor link utilized by many unresponsive flows. Due to their large number, the unresponsive flows grab the major portion of the bandwidth at the first, high-bandwidth link and experience vast packet losses at the second, lower-bandwidth link.
• As opposed to allocation, the identification approach attempts to explicitly identify unfriendly flows by some remarkable behavior. Such a behavior could for instance be an extraordinary high demand compared to other flows in times of congestion or an improper reaction to packet loss relative to a flow behavior considered as friendly [2] . Flows identified as unfriendly can be restricted to their fair share, to some small portion of the bottleneck-link-capacity or, in the extreme case, are completely shut out at congested links. The stronger the discrimination, the stronger the incentive for users to behave well. Note that the identificationapproach is inherently more light-weighted than the allocation approach as it does not necessitate knowledge of the instantaneous load situation in the net for the computation of a fair resource-allocation. As this task is left to the user, identification mechanisms implemented in routers may determine the degree of friendliness of a flow in low-priority background tasks having rather large time scales [2] . On the other hand, identification requires a roughly homogeneous behavior of end-to-end congestion control mechanisms in order to provide fairness as the network only identifies and discriminates unfriendly flows, but does not explicitly allocate resources to friendly flows. For the Internet with its huge base of installed TCP agents this implies that congestion control mechanisms have to be TCP-friendly, at least in the short-term. In the future the given definition of friendliness may change with the deployment of other transport-protocol congestioncontrol algorithms.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 summarizes related work, section 3 explains and discusses the operating principles of the MUV algorithm and outlines possible modifications. In section 4 MUV's ability to identify and discriminate unfriendly flows is investigated by simulation. Section 5 concludes this paper and gives an outlook on further research.
Related Work
The Random-Early-Detection (RED) algorithm [7] employs the parameter-set {minth, maxth, maxp} in order to probabilistically drop packets arriving at a router output-port. If the average queue-size (avg) is smaller than minth no packet is dropped. If minth < avg < maxth, RED's packet-drop-probability varies between zero and maxp. If avg > maxth, each arriving packet is dropped. In order to take into account flows with different packet sizes, RED can be operated in "byte-mode" weighting the drop-probability by the incoming packet's size. WRED [8] and RIO [9] , both enhancements of RED intended for service-differentiation in the Internet [10] , relate arriving packets to the parameter-set {minth in , maxth in , maxp in }, respectively {minth out , maxth out , max-p out } if the packet has been marked as in, respectively out according to its flow's service-profile at a network boundary. Marking a packet means setting a bit in its header or writing a well-defined number into its IPheader's Type-of-Service field 3 The constant c "varies" between 0.93 and 1.31 depending on the loss model and whether the delayed-ACK option [18] is turned on or off. The number of packets a TCP data-sender has to transmit until equilibrium is achieved and equation (1) becomes valid equals 1/p ld(1/c ) [17] . However, the model does not consider the influence of TCP retransmission-timeouts followed by Slowstart [12] hence (1) only holds as an upper-bound for TCP-performance in realistic environments [17] . A more rigorous model, taking retransmission-timeouts into account but of less relevance for this paper (see section 3.3) has been presented in [19] .
In [2] routers execute a low-priority background task in periodic time-intervals. Among others, the following tests are applied to incoming traffic in order to identify unfriendly flows:
• A flow 4 is considered as non-TCP-friendly if its arrival rate is greater than its equivalent TCP-friendly rate, i.e. the arrival rate of a TCP-flow having the same RTT, MSS and p. A flow's arrival rate (A) is estimated from the RED packet-drop history [20] . The TCP-friendly rate is calculated via equation (1) by the background task in periodic intervals of time. As routers generally do not have knowledge of the end-to-end round-trip-time of a flow the TCP-friendly test sets the RTT value for computation of the TCP-friendly rate at twice the outgoing link's delay, which may heavily underestimate the end-to-end RTT. Therefore the TCP-friendly rate is overestimated and unfriendly flows are unlikely to be detected, as shown in [5] .
• The unresponsiveness test uses a flow's response to an increase of the packet-drop rate as an indication for its friendliness. A flow with p i = p i-1 x (assuming x 1) is considered as unresponsive if A i > A i-1 / . Index i denotes the execution of the unresponsiveness test in period i of the background task. Unfortunately, the this test suffers from the fact that a flow is not detected as unresponsive if its packet-drop rate and its arrival rate stay constant (
The FRED algorithm [21] uses per-active-flow accounting and preferentially drops packets of flows having either more packets than a fair-share of the buffer-size stored or an outstanding-high number of packet drops. It has been shown in [5] that FRED is not able to restrict unresponsive flows to the fair-share in rather general scenarios.
In [22] routers compute a fair-share of the link-capacity and maintain state for the set of highest-bandwidth flows in order to identify unfriendly flows. If a flow belonging to the set of highest-bandwidth flows has an arrival rate higher than the fair-share it is penalized in times of congestion with drop preference mechanisms like WRED or RIO. The idea of SRED [23] is to compare the arriving packet with a list of recently seen flows at the router outputport. If the packet's address information matches one of the stored flows, the flow is considered as possibly misbehaving and recommended for further monitoring. Note that [2] , [21] , [22] , and [23] require storage of per-flow state and a flow-lookup in core routers. 3 In the terminology of the Differentiated-Services Workgroup of the IETF, the latter option for marking packet would be denoted as "setting a Codepoint in the IP-header's Differentiated-Services field" [11] . 4 Within the context of this paper we define a flow by IP-addresses and port-numbers, respectively flow-ID.
Network Model and Operating-Principle of MUV
We define the ingress-leaf-router (ILR) as the first router of an ISP traversed by packets of a unidirectional flow on their way to the destination. In analogy, the egress-leaf-router (ELR) is defined as the last router. Hence ILR and ELR can be considered as edge-or leaf routers, located at the boundary of ISPs to a private domain. All other routers along a flow's path between ILR and ELR are called interior-routers (IR). Hosts (H) are attached to ILR and ELR via subscriber lines or private LANs. MUV identifies unfriendly flows by comparing per-flow arrival rates with TCP-friendly rates as proposed in [2] and outlined in section 2. However, in contrast with [2] , the TCP-friendly test is only performed at the ILR, measuring the flow's packet-drop-probability (p) and round-trip-time (RTT) between ILR and ELR via a lightweighted protocol with the ELR. The measurements of p and RTT are used as approximations of the flow's end-to-end round-trip-time and drop-probability for computation of the TCP-friendly rate. If a flow's arrival rate is greater than its TCP-friendly rate the flow is considered as unfriendly and its packets are marked at the ILR 5 . Interior routers discriminate packets marked as unfriendly with drop-preference algorithms like WRED or RIO. The operating-principle of MUV is illustrated in figure 1 :
Figure 1 Network model and operation of MUV
The operational principle of MUV shows its compliance to the Differentiated-Services Architecture [10] of the Internet. Per-flow state is only required at the edge of the network; core routers do not have to store per-flow information or perform a flow-lookup. The level of punishment flows detected as unfriendly should experience can be determined by adjusting the parameters of the drop-preference algorithms in the interior routers. Our position is that unfriendly flows should be completely shut out in order to give users a strong incentive to behave well and to avoid the potential danger of congestion collapse, which persists as long as unresponsive flows get some residual throughput on congested links (see section 1).
MUV Algorithm
The MUV algorithm assumes a background task at ILR and ELR that periodically scans a hash-table with stored per-flow information, changes per-flow-states and sends signalling-messages. The period length of the background task (i.e. the time interval between subsequent passes of the background task at a given index of the hash-table where per-flow-information is stored) is assumed to be in the range of several round-trip-times of flows. Figure 2 and the subsequent paragraphs explain the MUV algorithm by examining its sample operation for an unfriendly high-demand flow on a congested network. Although this "explanation by example" is admittedly incomplete we believe that it facilitates the understanding of the algorithm. The vertical axis in figure 2 represents time. The short evenly spaced horizontal lines crossing the vertical time-lines indicate the background task performing some actions on the flow. 5 Packet-marking can be done as explained in section 2 for RIO or WRED. At the subsequent pass of the background task the flow is set to state low-demand. When the background task passes a flow in state lowdemand (this happens one period later) the "high-demand test" is performed. The high-demand test compares the flow's arrival rate (A) with the "high-demand threshold". The arrival rate is computed as the flow's demand in bytes divided by the current time minus the time the flow's first packet was received at the ILR. As our flow is assumed to have high-demand its arrival rate is higher than the high-demand threshold, hence the highdemand test applies and the flow's state is changed to high-demand. For flows in state high-demand the MUV-Protocol is executed between ILR and ELR. Each period, the ILR sends a request message including a sequence number to the ELR 6 and the ELR answers with a reply message. Request and reply messages are short ICMP-packets, filtered out by the leaf routers after their evaluation. The reply message includes the flow's throughput since its first packet-arrival at the ELR and the sequence-number of the request message. When the ILR receives the reply message it checks if the sequence number of the lastsent request message and the reply message are identical. This happens to be true in our example, hence the ILR may measure the flow's packet-drop-probability p as follows: p=(D-T)/D. Now the ILR may determine whether the flow is in steady-state. As mentioned in section 2, a TCP flow is in steady-state when 1/p ld(1/c ) packets have been sent. The ILR then checks if D > 1/p ld(1/c ) and changes the flow's state to steady as we assume this condition to be fulfilled. The instantaneous values of D,T and the current time are stored in order to allow computation of A s and p s , denoting arrival rate and drop-probability since the point in time the flow is assumed to be in steady-state. Now, that the MUV agent at the ILR knows that this flow would be in steady-state if it was a TCP-flow, the "TCP-friendly test" may be performed by comparing the flow's steady-state arrival rate with its equivalent 6 Strictly speaking, the ILR sends the request message to the destination of the flow as it does not know the IP-Address of the ELR. ILR-ELR ) (see equation (1), section 2). As we assume our flow to be unfriendly, MUV detects that A s is greater than nice R f and sets the flow's state to unfriendly. The constant parameter nice 1, determines MUV's tolerance against non-TCP-friendly flows. If nice equals one in the most intolerant case, flows having an arrival rate higher than the TCP-friendly rate will be determined as unfriendly. The flow's end-to-end RTT is approximated by the average RTT between ILR and ELR (RTT ILR-ELR ) which can be measured by subtracting the departure-time of the request message from the arrival-time of the corresponding reply message. As our flow has been detected as non-TCP-friendly, the ILR marks its packets from now on. Interior routers have a drop-preference mechanism like WRED or RIO implemented. For best-effort packets marked as unfriendly the parameter-set {minth uf , maxth uf , maxp uf }, for all other best-effort packets the parameter-set {minth f , maxth f , maxp f } is valid. The network is assumed to be congested therefore the average queue-size converges between minth f and maxth f at congested routers along the flow's path. As minth f > maxth uf the packetdrop-probability for our flow's packets equals one. In other words, the flow is completely shut out.
On arrival of the next and all subsequent reply messages the ILR again updates A s , p s , RTT ILR-ELR and performs the TCP-friendly test in order to reset the flow's state to steady in case the flow has been falsely detected as unfriendly due to some short-term bursty behavior. However, our flow is unfriendly by assumption hence it does not change state and its packets are continued to be dropped at congested interior routers until the flow terminates. In order to avoid keeping per-flow-information forever when the flow has terminated, the background task at ILR and ELR deallocates the flow's state in case no packet has arrived for more than n periods, where n is a constant parameter.
Discussion of the MUV Algorithm
Subsequent paragraphs will discuss the design choices of the MUV algorithm, their consequences on the dynamic behavior of the algorithm and parameter settings: 1.) We illustrate the significance of the state new by assuming the high-demand test was already performed the first time the background task passes a flow. As the allocation of flow-state in the hash-table appears to be asynchronous in relation to the execution of the background task it could easily happen that the high-demand test is performed on a flow which was allocated just some milliseconds ago. As a consequence, the high-demand test would be performed on the basis of a measurement of the arrival rate over a too short interval of time to be relevant. Setting flows into state new at the storage of flow-state and thereby waiting at least for one period length until the high-demand test is executed avoids considering flows having only a short burst at their start but are generally low-demand as high-demand flows. 2.) The reason to distinguish among high-and low-demand flows is to minimize the signalling overhead caused by the request-reply messages. The majority of Internet flows is short and has low-demand. Hence it is desirable to police only those flows which may potentially harm the network and to avoid unnecessary signalling for flows having low-demand or only a few packets to send. The decision how to set the high-demand threshold is based on balancing a trade-off between high signalling overhead and the risk of congestion collapse due to unresponsive flows which persists as long as unresponsive best-effort flows may send into the network. 3.) The friendliness of a flow's congestion control algorithm does not change over time compared to others competing for the bandwidth. This simple observation has important consequences on the design of the MUV algorithm: First, the quantities needed for computation of the TCP-friendly rate (A s ,p s , RTT ILR-ELR ) may be averaged over the maximum possible time interval -the total time a flow has been in steady state. Due to its long time scale the MUV algorithm is stable against oscillations and may perform measurements with a rather low frequency (each period, i.e. several seconds), keeping signalling overhead low. On the contrary, a scheme dropping and not only marking packets of flows detected as unfriendly at the ILR would have to be aware of the instantaneous load situation in the net as we would not want the ingress to drop packets in times when the network is anyway underutilized or let packets of unfriendly flows enter the net in times of congestion. Measurp s ≥ ing the instantaneous load situation in the net would imply considerable signalling overhead and required a control loop with a time scale of one edge-to-edge round-trip-time. The second consequence of our observation is that recent occurrences should not have a stronger influence on the decision whether a flow is considered as friendly or not than occurrences further in the past (but at a time when the flow has already been in steadystate). This implies that the quantities needed for computation of the TCP-friendly rate (A s ,p s , RTT ILR-ELR ) should be computed as a mean-average over the total time the flow has been in steady-state, and not for instance as an exponentially-weighted-moving-average giving recent occurrences more weight. 4 .) The MUV algorithm is based on two assumptions in order to work properly. First, the packet-loss probability between hosts and leaf routers is assumed negligible compared to the packet drop-probability between ILR and ELR. Although this assumption is likely to hold as the WAN and not the LAN is the bottleneck in most scenarios, it may fail. ILR and ELR have no means to detect these packet drops. Second, the delay between hosts and leaf routers is assumed negligible compared to the delay between the leaf routers. In case the delay between ILR and ELR is not the dominant part of the end-to-end delay, the measured RTT between ILR and ELR significantly underestimates the end-to-end RTT. If the end-to-end packet-drop rate and/or RTT is underestimated, the TCP-friendly rate (R f ) overestimates the rate of a TCP flow (R TCP ) as predicted by equation (1) and unfriendly flows could eventually not be detected. Let e RTT 1 be defined as the ratio of RTT ILR-ELR and the end-to-end RTT and e p 1 be defined as the ratio of the packet-drop probability between ILR and ELR and the end-to-end drop probability. As shown in [28] , we can derive the error (E) caused by underestimation of the end-to-end RTT and drop-rate by subtracting R TCP from R f :
5.) Interior routers must enqueue all best-effort traffic in a single FIFO-queue managed by a mechanism like RIO or WRED, peferentially dropping packets marked as unfriendly. The rationale behind the demand for one queue for unfriendly and friendly flows is to avoid packet misordering in case a flow changes its state from friendly to unfriendly (or reverse) and, more importantly, to avoid false round-trip-time measurements at the ILR. For instance, if an interior-router used two different queues for packets marked as unfriendly and all other best-effort packets, the queueing delays at the queues would likely be different. Assuming the two queues are served by a priority-scheduler and the queue for packets not marked as unfriendly has higher priority, the queueing-delay at the queue for packets marked as unfriendly will be higher in times of congestion. When a MUV-signalling message, responsible for the RTT measurement of an unfriendly flow arrives, it will be enqueued into the higher-priority queue. Hence its queueing-delay will be lower than the queueing-delay experienced by the flow's data packets, causing false measurement of RTT ILR-ELR . WRED, respectively RIO, should be operated in byte-mode [7] in order to avoid favoring flows having larger packet sizes and to minimize the loss-probability for short MUV signalling packets. 6.) Interior routers having some form of RED implemented may set the congestion-experienced bit for ECN enabled flows [24] instead of dropping their packets. TCP-Sources of ECN-enabled flows are expected to respond to the receipt of an acknowledgment having the congestion-experienced-bit set in the same manner as to the detection of a packet loss [24] [25] . Hence the MUV agent at the ELR must not increment its throughput quantity at the receipt of a packet having the congestion-experienced-bit set. In other words, the ELR counts packets having the congestion-experienced-bit set as if they had been dropped by an interior-router. 7.) ILR and ELR must not count fragments of packets but only total packets for their arrival rate and throughput quantities. Otherwise the measurements of the arrival rate at the ILR and the throughput at the ELR could not be compared. 8.) The choice of the period length means balancing a trade-off between slower detection of unfriendly flows and less accurate measurements of the quantities required for computation of the TCP-friendly rate and more signalling overhead due to a higher measurement-frequency. [2] recommends a lower bound of several roundtrip-times for the period length in order to guarantee sufficiently long time intervals between measurements. Like [2] , we set the period length to 5 seconds.
9.) As we expect the TCP-model to give an upper bound for the arrival rates of flows considered as friendly, the constant c for calculation of the TCP-friendly rate has to be set to its maximum possible value, i.e. 1.31 as explained in section 2. As shown in [17] the upper-bound provided by the model is rather reliable but TCP-performance is over-estimated in case of frequent retransmission timeouts. For the TCP-friendliness test, these properties of the model imply that TCP flows are unlikely to be falsely detected as unfriendly. However, unfriendly but responsive flows, being somewhat more aggressive than TCP, may not be detected in case of severe congestion and frequent retransmission-timeouts. The TCP model proposed in [19] provided more accuracy but would require knowledge of the retransmission time-out interval of TCP data-senders at the ILR. We are currently not aware of a simple method to measure the retransmission time-out interval at routers. 10 .) The constant parameter n, determining the number of periods MUV waits until a flow's state information is deallocated in case no packets arrive, has to be chosen sufficiently high in order to minimize the risk of deallocating per-flow-state-information if the flow is still alive (this could happen for flows with variable demand). For instance, if the ILR deallocates a flow's state prior to the ELR but the flow has not terminated yet and successfully transmits another data-packet before the ELR has deallocated its flow-state, the ILR will newly allocate flow-state for this flow and start to count the flow's packets from scratch while the ELR continues to use its old packet counter. Hence the packet-counters are no longer synchronized. Another solution to this problem would be a modified version of the MUV-protocol using a 3-way handshake among ILR and ELR for connection-release in case the ILR does not receive any IP-packet over several periods 7 . 11 .) The distinction among low-and high-demand flows gives users a possibility to fake the MUV scheme. A user could split up one unfriendly high-demand flow into several low-demand flows, each of them having a transmission rate below the high-demand threshold. In this case MUV would fail to detect any of these flows as unfriendly. Another way of faking the MUV algorithm is to split up one long-living unfriendly high-demand flow into several short-living high-demand flows which are sent consecutively. In case these short flows terminate before MUV is able to detect them as unfriendly (this takes at least two periods plus one RTT) none of the long-living flow's packets will be marked as unfriendly. A user could split up one long flow simply by changing the port number for each of the short flows. 12.) The MUV algorithm may be deployed incrementally. However, in case an ILR attempts sending request messages to an ELR which does not have MUV implemented, it will never receive a reply message (hence MUV is not operational) and the ELR will forward request messages to the destination instead of filtering them. In this case the destination host must discard the unknown ICMP messages and the ILR should give up transmitting request messages after several unsuccessful attempts. • There are possibilities to improve the scalability of the algorithm and to make it work with flow-aggregates (typically the traffic coming from a LAN or a subscriber-line user). For instance, a predefined number of highest bandwidth flows could be filtered out of a flow-aggregate at the ILR and MUV could be performed only for these filtered flows. If flows are identified as unfriendly the total aggregate, or only the identified flows could be discriminated.
Modifications of the MUV algorithm
• Within the context of this paper a flow is defined by IP-Addresses and port numbers, respectively flow-ID. As mentioned in [2] a flow could alternatively be defined only by IP-Address-Pair (resp. Network-AddressPair). This would make it somewhat less easy to fake the MUV algorithm. A user attempting to fake MUV (as explained in point 11, section 3.3) would have to generate his flows from different source or destination hosts (resp. Networks). As other benefits of defining the granularity of a flow based on IP-Addresses, lower overhead for the flow-lookup at ingress-and egress-leaf router, and the avoidance of side-effects with IPSEC [26] can be mentioned. In case a user decides to have his packets already encrypted by IPSEC at the source, the ingress-router will not be able to access the port numbers at all.
• In addition to the TCP-friendliness other criteria could be used for identification of unfriendly flows. For instance, a flow could be considered as unfriendly in case it does not pass the TCP-friendliness or the unresponsiveness test [2] . The punishment of a flow considered as unfriendly could be released again if the flow passes the TCP-friendliness and the unresponsiveness test.
• Instead of marking their packets, the ILR could simply drop packets of flows detected as unfriendly. This would avoid the requirement of drop-preference mechanisms in interior routers and the consumption of network-resources by packets which are discarded anyway at congested routers. On the other hand, link-utilization would be poor in scenarios having mostly unfriendly flows with such a policy.
The MUV algorithm as proposed above requires two ICMP messages for signalling per period and per flow with an arrival rate above the high-demand threshold. As briefly outlined in the subsequent paragraphs, this signalling overhead may be reduced:
• An easy-to-implement optimization accelerating the detection of unfriendly flows and at the same time reducing signalling overhead would be to initially have a rather short period length (for instance three seconds) for each flow and to decrease the frequency f at which measurements are performed if a flow does not change its state 8 . Defining f in request/reply transactions per period length, f could be initialized to one and back off as a monotonically decreasing function of the number of periods a flow does not change its state.
• For request messages in general and for reply messages of flows having acknowledgments there is no explicit need to transmit packets for signalling between ILR and ELR. Signalling could also be done "inband" for instance with a new type of IPv6 extension-header [27] . In case of in-band signalling, packets of flows detected as unfriendly carrying a request message must not be marked as unfriendly at the ILR. If the ILR marked packets used for MUV-signalling as unfriendly they would be discarded at congested interiorrouters, hence ILR and ELR could not communicate.
• In order to minimize signalling overhead for bi-directional flows having an arrival rate higher than the highdemand threshold in both directions of the data-flow the MUV protocol could operate in duplex-mode. Request messages could be able to "piggy-back" reply messages hence only two instead of four signalling messages per period would be required for such a flow.
Simulations
We have implemented the MUV algorithm as explained in section 3.2 and section 3.3 into the ns simulator [29] . Simulations in [28] investigate MUV's behavior in scenarios with multiple congested gateways, varying number of flows, varying link capacities and delays, various traffic patterns aggregating CBR, ON/OFF flows, TCP-nasty flows, TCP-Reno and SACK-TCP flows with and without ECN. Additionally, [28] examines the performance degradation of MUV in case of packet-drops and false estimation of the RTT between leaf-routers and hosts (see section 3.3) and loss of signalling packets. Due to space-limitations, however, it is only possible to integrate a few simulations in this paper.
Simulations are performed on a network-topology as illustrated in figure 3 . The following traffic pattern is used for all simulations in this paper. Host H1 sends background traffic consisting of 10 TCP flows (flow-IDs 4-13) to host H2. The TCP flows start between zero and 30 seconds of simulation-time and last during the whole simulation. Host H3 generates cross-traffic in forward direction consisting of 10 TCP flows (flow-IDs 100-109) with varying life-times in direction host H4. Host H5 sends 10 reverse-traffic TCP flows (again with varying lifetimes) to H6. Background traffic, reverse-and cross-traffic TCP flows are a mix of TCP-Reno and SACK flows and have different packet sizes and send-window sizes [18] . The demand of reverse-and cross-traffic has a maximum between 30 and 55 seconds (causing congestion at the link IR3 to IR2) and approaches zero until approximately 80 seconds of simulation-time. Permanent queueing happens at the congested output port of IR1 served by the bottleneck link in direction IR2.
Figure 3 Network topology
As shown in [30] , RED's aggressiveness regarding packet-dropping has to be adjusted dynamically to the number of flows traversing the output-port of a congested router in order to avoid convergence of the averagequeue-size to the minimum or maximum queue-size threshold. RED's aggressiveness can be adjusted by increasing the maxp parameter if avg becomes smaller than minth and decreasing maxp in case avg becomes greater than maxth. For simulations in this paper a modified version of WRED with adoption of maxp f has been implemented. Similar to [30] , we have set the decrease/increase factor for maxp f to 2.
Other WRED parameters are set as follows in all subsequent simulations: byte-mode is switched on, w q = 0.002, minth uf = 5000 bytes, maxth uf = 9000 bytes, maxp uf = 1, minth f = 10000 bytes, maxth f = 17500 bytes, maxp f = 1/50, mean-pktsize = 500 bytes, total buffer-size = 25000 bytes. The constant w q denotes the weight parameter for calculation of the average queue-size and mean-pktsize denotes RED's mean packet size parameter [7] . In order to be able to evaluate MUV's behavior in the presence of non-TCP-friendly but responsive flows, we have modified the simulator's TCP-Reno code to a version of TCP we call "TCP-nasty". On the contrary to TCP-Reno [13] , TCP-nasty does not halve the congestion-window in response to one packet-drop per window but by a constant α, where 0.5 α < 1. Additionally, TCP-nasty does not increase the congestion-window by one MSS per RTT in case no drop happens (as TCP-Reno does), but by β MSS (where β 1). In analogy to [17] and equation (1) in section 2, we have derived a stationary performance-model for the rate of a TCP-nasty flow (R nasty ), substituting the window-decrease of 0.5 with α, and the window-increase with β MSS. Let the unfriendliness-factor (φ) of a TCP-nasty flow be defined as φ = R nasty /R TCP . Hence an unfriendliness-factor of n means that a TCP-nasty flow has a rate of n times the rate of a conforming TCP flow, as predicted by the model. It can be shown [28] that φ relates to α and β as follows:
We 
MUV and high-demand CBR flows
Additional traffic: CBR flows 1,2,3 are sent from H1 to H2, start at 0 seconds of simulation time, never termi- 
nate, have a packet size of 500 bytes and send at rates of 800,400,200 kbps, respectively. According to their arrival rates, the CBR flows grab the major part of the bottleneck-capacity during the first seconds. At approximately 11 seconds of simulation-time flows 1 and 3 are identified as non-TCP friendly, their packets are marked as unfriendly and they are shut out at the congested router (IR1). Flow 2 is identified one period later as one of its signalling packets gets lost. Background, cross-and reverse TCP flows frequently perform Slowstart or quit sending due to their short life-time until 55 seconds of simulation-time, causing considerable oscillations of the queue-size at the bottleneck. As a consequence the average queue-size is frequently decreased below maxth uf and the CBR flows, although still in state unfriendly, receive marginal throughput. The higher the arrival rate of a CBR flow the higher its throughput due to the oscillations.
MUV and high-demand ON/OFF Flows
Additional traffic: ON/OFF flows 1,2,3 are sent from H1 to H2, have exponentially distributed on/off times between 2 and 8 seconds and rates during "on-times" of 800,400,200 kbps, respectively. Flows 1,2,3 start at 0 seconds of simulation time, never terminate and have packet sizes of 200 bytes. MUV computes the means for the TCP-friendly rate over the total time a flow is considered to be in steady state (see section 3.3) . Therefore ON/OFF flows do not oscillate between the states steady and unfriendly in case their ON/OFF periods have lengths comparable to MUV's period; they are either defined as unfriendly or accommodated for a total lifetime. Without a proof, we maintain that this property of MUV should generally hold for unresponsive flows having variable demand. In the scenario illustrated in figure 5 , the ON/OFF flows are identified as unfriendly due to their high demand and shut out. Oscillations of the bottleneck queue-size have the same effect on the throughput of flows identified as unfriendly, as explained in section 4.1.
MUV and TCP-nasty flows
Additional traffic sent from host H1 to host H2: TCP-nasty flows 1,2 start sending at 0 seconds of simulation time, have packet sizes of 500 bytes, send windows of 100 packets and an unfriendliness factor of 3 and 6, respectively. Figure 6 shows the interaction of MUV with unfriendly but responsive flows. Flow 2 is detected as unfriendly at about 11 seconds of simulation time. From now on, all its packets are discarded. As a consequence, the TCPnasty source decreases its congestion-window and thereby its transmission rate into the net. At 4 seconds MUV detects that the average arrival rate of flow2 is below its TCP-friendly rate and sets the flow into state steady. Hence flow2's packets are no longer dropped at the interior router, its congestion-window is increased again and the flow receives a portion of the link-capacity according to its unfriendliness-factor (between 85 and 255 seconds of simulation time). When flow2's average arrival rate exceeds its TCP-friendly rate again (this happens at 255 seconds of simulation-time), the flow is again set to state unfriendly, its packets are marked and dropped by WRED at the bottleneck-router. This shows that MUV periodically shuts out and subsequently accommodates unfriendly but responsive flows. The longer the flow exists, the longer the period lengths, as MUV computes its quantities for the TCP-friendly test over a longer time interval. Comparing flows 1 and 2 in figure 6 shows a desirable behavior of MUV: the length of the accommodation period is indirectly proportional to the unfriendliness factor of a flow. If a flow with higher φ is reset into state steady again, its accommodation period is shorter as the flow increases its transmission rate more aggressively. For instance, in figure 6 the first accommodation-period of flow 2 lasts from 85 to 255 seconds of simulation time whereas the first accommodation-period of flow 1 lasts from 110 to 485 seconds of simulation time. (1)) used for the computation of the TCP-friendly rate may fail in realistic scenarios. In case MUV sets a TCP flow to state unfriendly, the flow experiences high packet loss, backs-off and is reset to state steady a few periods later. Dimensioning the nice parameter means balancing a trade-off among falsely identifying conforming TCP flows as unfriendly and not detecting unfriendly flows. As nice is increased fewer conforming TCP flows are falsely identified as unfriendly, but at the same time fewer CBR flows are detected. Figure 7 shows that MUV reliably identifies unresponsive CBR flows even with moderate arrival rates. For instance, if nice equals 3 the average number of CBR flows not detected equals 2, i.e. on the average only the 40 kbps and the 80kbps CBR flows are not identified as unfriendly.
Figure 6 Bandwidth allocations to flows 1 and 2 at bottleneck as a percentage of bottleneck-capacity

CBR and TCP Flows identified as unfriendly as a Function of nice-Parameter
TCP-nasty and TCP flows identified as unfriendly as a function of nice-Parameter
Difference to the scenario investigated in section 4.4: 10 TCP-nasty flows 1,2,..10 with unfriendliness-factor φ = 1.5, 2, 2.5, ..., 6, instead of 10 CBR flows. 1,2,. .,n have not been detected (as they have the lowest unfriendliness factors) and flows n+1,n+2,..,10 have been detected as unfriendly; n is computed as a mean over 5 simulations. Although less conservatively than TCP-Reno, TCP-nasty flows back off in case of congestion hence their identification by MUV exhibits higher sensitivity on the setting of nice than the identification of CBR flows (compare to figure 7). With nice equal two, 7.8 TCP-nasty flows (i.e. flows with φ < 5) are not detected. This shows that we can only expect to identify flows having significantly less conservative congestion-control algorithms implemented than TCP. Regarding false identification of conforming TCP flows, MUV's behavior is comparable to figure 7. From figure 7 and figure 8 we conclude that setting nice between 1.5 and 2 should minimize the caveats of false identification of TCP-friendly and non-identification of unfriendly flows.
Conclusions
As shown in this paper, it is feasible to implement mechanisms in the Internet that are able to identify and discriminate non-TCP-friendly flows in most scenarios. Hence, identification of non-TCP-friendly flows can be considered as an interesting alternative to its competitor approaches allocation and resource pricing in order to give Internet users an incentive to be well-behaving instead of misbehaving.
We have outlined how MUV can be faked and hence fails to identify non-TCP-friendly flows in section 3.3. For general-purpose scenarios, however, simulations indicate that MUV reliably detects unresponsive flows and shuts them out even if their arrival rates are only marginally higher than the fair share. Hence MUV solves the problems of unfairness and congestion-collapse due to unresponsive best-effort flows. Additionally, MUV identifies and restricts flows using congestion control algorithms significantly less conservative than TCP congestion control. We believe that the costs for these features are acceptable. MUV only stores per-flow state at the edge of the network. It can therefore be considered as scalable regarding per-flow-state and complexity in the data-forwarding path of core routers. Due to its design, MUV fits into the Differentiated Services Architecture of the Internet. The non-optimized version of MUV proposed in this paper requires two ICMP-messages for signalling per high-demand flow every 5 seconds. As outlined in section 3.4, simple modifications to the MUV algorithm should significantly reduce this signalling overhead without significant loss of performance. The infrastructure proposed in this paper is not limited to the TCP friendliness test. On the contrary, arbitrary tests can be executed as all relevant parameters -per flow RTT, drop-probability, arrival rate -can be measured at the ILR. Hence MUV is open for any new definition of friendliness in the future. Future work:
• The simulations in this paper are limited and give more qualitative than quantitative results on the dynamics of the MUV algorithm. We are planning a successor paper based on [28] showing simulations with various topologies, traffic patterns and more detailed performance evaluations. • In case MUV will be implemented the protocol between ingress-and egress-router will have to be standardized. We believe that this task will require discussion in a broader community, hence we have only proposed a simple, generic protocol in this paper.
